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Developing and practicing relevant action skills
Developed by: Evolve Global Solutions, UK

Aim
To outline the most relevant skills that enable individuals to take action on
Climate Change (CC) adaptation, becoming a climate-literate individual and a
reference point for the community

Knowledge

Demonstrate knowledge of
the most relevant skills to
take action on climate
change (CC) adaptation

Skills

Explain how to be a
“planeteer” (Climateliterate individual) and how
to be a “reference point” to
empower individuals and
community
Outline the fundamentals
of a Circular economy

Responsibilities & Autonomies

Design strategies to guide a
range of initiatives that
enable individuals to take
action on CC and CC
adaptation

MODULE GUIDANCE
Here you can find a synopsis
presenting the key factual and
conceptual information about
the topics of this module, to
provide you with the necessary
knowledge.

https://unsplash.com/photos/jkBvXKwr4MY

Climate Change (CC) Adaptation
How to reduce the negative effects climate change has and how to take advantage
of any opportunities that arise; anticipatory adaptation refers to action that is taken
in advance of impacts becoming observable; and reactive adaptation is applied after
observing initial impacts of climate change.

Environmentally responsible
individuals
environmentally responsible individuals need to have the knowledge, confidence
and motivation to be able to both reduce their current impact (mitigation) and deal
with the challenges that the future might bring (adaptation)

Circular Economy

A model of production and consumption, which involves sharing, leasing, reusing,
repairing, refurbishing and recycling existing materials and products as long as
possible, extending the lifecycle of products

Planeteer (Planet-eer)

Being a ‘planeteer’ is to be climate literate and have an understanding of our
influence on climate and climate’s influence on us and society – and through action
help to protect the environment and influence others to mitigate against climate
change

Individual empowerment
individual empowerment comprises three components, the belief that one has the
capability to influence a given context (intrapersonal component), the understanding
of how the system works in that context (interactional component), and engagement
in behaviours to exert control within the context (behavioural component)

TUTORIALS
Here you can find a set of selfexplanatory task-cards,
specifically designed to provide
real-world examples and supply
the practical information to
develop your skills.

https://unsplash.com/photos/1o8VV8yOw40

Inspiring action - Become a planeteer!
Within Climate Change and Sustainable Development Goals'
agendas, decision-makers are recognising the important role of
adult education in increasing the climate literacy of individuals,
who can become drivers of change and role models in the world
wide fight against climate change. Thus, adult education
providers are being called upon to prove themselves in designing
new pedagogical approaches to increase the engagement and
empowerment of individuals and their local communities.

Inspiring action - Become a planeteer!
A real-world example

To increase the engagement and empowerment of students, staff and
their local community a medium sized VET college in London
developed a strategy across the organisation to inspire climate change
adaptation. Part of the strategy was to implement a 5 year Carbon
Reduction Plan which reduced emissions by 33% within 4 years. They
were shortlisted by the Times Educational Supplement for
‘outstanding practice in sustainability’

Inspiring action - Become a planeteer!
A real-world example

Some of the activities the college engaged in were: introducing a ‘green
travel day’ encouraging staff and students to cycle to work; setting up
climate friendly forums and running monthly blogs; having an induction
expo which tasked all curriculum areas to showcase a project – this included
construction students designing an eco-friendly house, hairdressing
students showcasing environmentally friendly products via a fashion show,
students with learning disabilities making and selling recycled products.

What’s going on?
1) Explore what your organisation is
already doing in terms of climate
change adaptation. Make a list
and identify 2 more things the
organisation could do.
2) Identify 2 or 3 organisations or
companies that have a high
profile in your area. Identify what
they are doing in terms of climate
change adaption. Make a list.
Identify anything on this list you
could add for your organisation.

Finding out more!
1) Read the Take it! Step Framework –
Step 5 ‘Taking action to boost
climate change adaptation’ and
identify 3 things you would like to
know more about. Research these.
2) After reading Step 5 make a note of
2 things you think you could do
with your students/community
group to support climate change
adaptation.

Changing Perceptions

Getting it out there

Using the information you have
gained from the previous two
tasks create a poster to illustrate
actions your
organisation/students could take
to support climate change
adaptation.

Write a short article
(maximum 300 words) to
inspire others to make a
change to support climate
change adaptation. Post this
on social media.

The 3 R’s – Reduce, Recycle, Recompense!
Pasco County Florida School District has reduced solid waste by
approximately 40% and lowered its disposal costs from $600,000
to $300,000 annually. It also earns nearly $50,000 a year through
the sale and auction of scrap metal and old equipment as well as
beverage containers. The district operates a comprehensive
recycling program which includes: aluminium cans, household
batteries, cardboard, cellular phones, electronics, foam trays.

What am I buying?
1) Make a list of everything you
have purchased in the last
month.
2) Circle anything you didn’t really
need to buy!
3) Put a tick next to anything on
your list that had unnecessary
packaging.
4) Identify 1 action you will take
following this ‘purchasing’
analysis

Changing habits
1) Look again at your purchasing list –
what items could you replace with
more climate friendly alternatives?
(Think about how the item was
made or grown, how it was
marketed and how it was
packaged)
2) Identify one thing you do that you
could easily change to help protect
the environment – this could be
walking, cycling, alternative foods
etc.
.

Reducing: The Climate Diet!
1) With a colleague, friend or family
member make a note of ways
you could reduce unnecessary
consumption (think about goods
and methods of transport)
2) Together think about a plan for a
‘climate diet’ whereby you
commit to changes to
consumption and monitor these
together. Remember small steps
can make a big difference!

Recycling: The Climate Diet!
1) With your colleague or friend add a
section to your plan entitled ‘recycling’.
2) Together make a list of things you have
thrown away over the last 2 weeks.
3) Identify anything on the list that could
have been reused or repurposed.
4) Decide on recycling actions that will
become part of your ‘climate diet’, plan
and monitor these together

PRACTICAL TIPS
Here you can find a checklist of
points to help you further
develop the values and
behaviours to deliver real-world
adult education on climate
change.
.

https://unsplash.com/photos/HFgxFulbsF4

❑ Create a CCA (Climate Change Adaptation) working group in
your organisation; identify goals and activities for the group
❑ Design a monthly or quarterly blog to provide local, national
and international information in relation to climate change
and to be used to both inspire and report on actions within
the organisation

❑ Task all educators within your organisation to a) identify role
models in relation to climate change students will relate to
and promote these and b) design lessons which develop
knowledge and promote actions to protect the environment
❑ Develop a ‘how climate responsible’ am I? questionnaire for
use with students and use this to hold discussions about
changes they could make

❑ Have a ‘green’ day every month which encourages everyone
within the organisation to choose alternative transport
(walk,cycle, car share) and each month have a recycling target
for specific items to be brought in for recycling
❑ Develop curriculum specific projects which task students to
undertake research and develop a product, poster, article,
artwork etc which promotes climate action within the context
of their own vocational area

USEFUL READING
Here you can find a list of
relevant online resources,
organised by the topics of the
module.
https://unsplash.com/photos/UwZnGlGm06I

Climate
Change
Adaptation

Practical
strategies and
resources for
climate change
adaptation

https://www.bioregional.com
/news-and-opinion/what-cani-do-to-help-achieve-oneplanet-living

Circular
Economy

Useful
background and
infographics on
promoting a
circular
economy

https://www.crns.org.uk/abo
ut-us/circular-economy/

Education
Resources

An evidencebased toolkit to
support
engagement on
climate change.

https://climateoutreach.org/r
eports/britain-talks-climate/

Practical
Help!

Ready made
lesson plans and
resources

https://ypte.org.uk/lessonplans/climate-change
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